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Cults, World Religions and the Occult 1990 almost every day you hear
of a new religion or rediscover an old one it used to be that you only
heard of these religions when missionaries spoke at your church now
their followers send missionaries to our doorsteps
Changing World Religions, Cults & Occult 2009-08-30 cults and new
religions aren t hard to findthey re in your neighborhood your
workplace your school maybe even your family cults are flourishing
across america chances are you ve encountered one perhaps even know
someone who is involved in a cult can you discuss knowledgably the
critical differences between christianity and the teachings of
mormonism jehovah s witnesses scientology the new age movement hindu
based cults and other prominent groups and religious movements in this
essential resource preeminent cult authority ron rhodes explains what
cults are why they are cause for concern and why in the 21st century
as never before their numbers and memberships are exploding nationally
and worldwide drawing on his extensive experience as a cult researcher
rhodes offers to the point cutting edge information on twelve major
cults and new religions mormonismjehovah s witnessesmind sciencesnew
age movementchurch of scientologyhindu based cultsunification
churchbaha i faithunitarian universalismoneness pentecostalismmasonic
lodgesatanismlearning the distinctives of these groups will equip you
to deal with any of the thousands of other less significant cults you
may encounter the challenge of the cults and new religion includes
color photosscripture indexsubject indexglossarybibliographyand your
resources don t end at the last page you can supplement your knowledge
whenever you choose by visiting the author s site at ronrhodes org for
free thorough up to the minute information on each cult discussed in
the book if you re concerned for the temporal and eternal welfare of
others the challenge of the cults is a must it will help you confront
the deception of false christs and lying doctrines with the clear well
grounded truth of biblical christianity
The Challenge of the Cults and New Religions 1998-05 this unparalleled
introduction to cults and new religiousmovements has been completely
up dated and expanded to reflect thelatest developments each chapter
reviews the origins leaders beliefs rituals and practices of a nrm
highlighting the specificcontroversies surrounding each group a fully
updated revised and expanded edition of anunparalleled introduction to
cults and new religious movements profiles a number of the most
visible significant andcontroversial new religious movements
presenting eachgroup s history doctrines rituals leadership
andorganization offers a discussion of the major controversies in
which newreligious movements have been involved using each profiled
groupto illustrate the nature of one of those controversies covers
debates including what constitutes an authenticreligion the validity
of claims of brainwashing techniques theimplications of
experimentation with unconventional sexualpractices and the deeply
rooted cultural fears that cultsengender new sections include methods
of studying new religions in eachchapter as well as presentations on
groups towatch
Understanding Cults and New Age Religions 2015-04-27 religions in
today s culture seem to be multiplying have you ever wondered why
certain religions believe and practice what they do or how they view
the bible this volume delves into these and other engaging questions
such as how can a christian witness to people in these religions do
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these other religions believe in creation and a creator how do we deal
with these religions from a biblical authority perspective many
religions and cults discussed in this first volume openly affirm that
the bible is true but then something gets in their way and there is a
common factor every time man s fallible opinions in one way or another
the bible gets demoted reinterpreted or completely ignored man s ideas
are used to throw the bible s clear teaching out the window while
false teachings are promoted this book is a must for laymen church
leaders teachers and students to understand the trends in our culture
and around the world where certain religions dominate helping you
discern truth and guard your faith when you understand a religion s
origins and teachings you are in a better position to know how to
proclaim the gospel of jesus christ as you take the good news to those
in false religions
Cults and New Religions 2015-08-13 maccollam evaluating cults and new
religions lavonne neff
World Religions and Cults Volume 1 1983 why are there so many
religions do they basically teach the same thing bruce and stan
address these questions and more as they take a close look at some of
the world s major religions and belief systems from islam to jehovah s
witnesses and from new age spirituality to atheism darwinism and
naturalism world religions and cults 101 features key teachings of
each religion quick glance belief charts brief biographies of leaders
study questions for group or individual use suggested reading readers
will also discover why spiritual searching is universal how each
religion compares to christianity the characteristics of cults and
what makes christianity unique formerly titled bruce stan s guide to
cults religions and spiritual beliefs
A Guide to Cults & New Religions 2005-03-01 from muslims to mormons
there are over 77 million people in america who do not believe in
biblical christianity according to a recent pew report now you can
easily compare their beliefs to christianity with this quick reference
pamphlet over 1 million copies sold christianity cults and religions
is the best selling cults and religions comparison chart compare 20
cults sects and religions this new 7th edition compares 2 more
religious groups no other side by side cults and religions chart gives
this concise information a brief overview of the beliefs of each
religious group in 150 words or less christianity cults and religions
will help you know what you believe and why packed with side by side
comparison charts simple summaries and up to date overviews this easy
to understand pamphlet will help you quickly compare the key beliefs
of 20 different religions and cults to christianity see what they
believe what christians believe and how to correct common
misunderstandings at a glance strengthen your understanding of
christianity and get practical insight on how to reach out to those of
different faiths including muslims jehovah s witnesses buddhists
mormons and more perfect cults comparison handout for bible studies
sunday school classes and homeschool curriculum 14 panels fits inside
most bibles 8 5 x 5 5 inches unfolds to 38 inches long ecpa platinum
award winner over 1 million copies sold what makes christianity cults
and religions pamphlet the best selling religions comparison chart
well researched researched by some of the top apologists and scholars
in the field including paul carden former co host of bible answer man
radio program h wayne house ph d robert bowman jr executive director
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of irr and james bjornstadt ph d short and concise christianity cults
and religions is an excellent short overview with brief summaries of
the beliefs and basic history of 20 world religions sects cults and
new religious movements up to date christianity cults and religions
the most up to date comparison chart from a christian perspective
available in print more groups than any other side by side comparison
chart in print christianity cults and religions features more
religions sects and new religious movements than other comparative
pamphlet it includes groups others do not mention including
scientology bahá í wicca and nation of islam religious beliefs
compared in the christianity cults and religions chart many religious
groups use the same terms but hold opposite beliefs now you can
compare the beliefs of mormons jehovah s witnesses christian
scientists and christians about the person and work of jesus christ at
a glance comparison topics for each religion sect or cult group who is
god what is the concept of god or supreme power in this religion who
is jesus christ is jesus a central figure in this religion if so who
is he what did his death and resurrection accomplish who is the holy
spirit does this religion have a concept of the holy spirit and if so
is it a force an ideal a substance or a person what happens after
death how does a person find salvation or what is this religion s
spiritual goal basic historical facts for each religion or group
compared on the christianity cults and religions chart key writings or
holy books of each religion founder or key person in this religion or
group date the religion was founded location where the religion was
founded and its current headquarters other interesting beliefs and
practices religious groups compared in christianity cults and
religions world religions and related sects compared in christianity
cults and religions buddhism hinduism islam shi a islam sunni judaism
kabbalah hare krishna nichiren shoshu buddhism nation of islam
transcendental meditation r bahá í world faith christianity and
offshoots compared in christianity cults and religions christianity
seventh day adventism mormonism latter day saints or mormons jehovah s
witnesses christian science unification church sun myung moon unity
school of christianity new age movement other groups compared in
christianity cults and religions wicca scientology dianetics the 14
panel christianity cults religions chart is an excellent way to teach
the key beliefs and practices of biblical christianity and how it
compares to other religions and cults the pamphlet s concise nature
makes it easy to see and understand how the religions and cults differ
as well as what they may have in common the pamphlet is a great
resource for bible study sunday school lessons and missions classes
also available as a full length book with more in depth information
isbn 9781596362024
World Religions and Cults 101 1999-07 how is mormonism different from
christianity when jehovah s witnesses say they believe in jesus what
do they actually believe about him what is the difference between
sunni and shi ite muslims what do i say to a friend neighbor or co
worker of another faith this study explains the history background and
beliefs of the largest world religions and cultic groups including
islam buddhism hinduism mormonism jehovah s witnesses and more this
study will help you learn about the most common world religions and
cults and how they compare to christianity know what you believe and
why learn how to share the gospel with those of other faiths you don t
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have to be an expert to lead this six session study perfect for small
groups bible studies adult sunday school or for individual use book
jacket
Christianity, Cults & Religions 2010-07-21 this final book in the
series focuses on the atheistic or humanistic type of religions it
would be one of the most valuable for the church in the western world
where anti god and pro evolution religions are beginning to explode
for it was written to refute those religions and show how they fail
unlike most books on world religions this title dives into the secular
humanistic religions the book starts with god s word as the absolute
authority in doing so god becomes our guide to refute false religions
humanistic religions are all around us and we need to be able to spot
their tenets and oppose them instead of allowing them to subtly
infiltrate our christianity and undermine us from within we need to
know how to refute these humanistic religions we need to know how to
effectively present the gospel to people who have been deceived by
humanistic religions
Christianity, Cults and Religions 2016-11-30 religions of the far east
like hinduism buddhism and new age have been gaining a foothold in the
western world we even see witchcraft on the rise and paganism
infiltrating the minds of the next generation even in christian homes
why is that how can a christian respond we already know how the one
true god has responded and in this title you will learn how a
christian can effectively witness for christhow to refute these false
religionswhat it truly is that these religions teach and why the
christ follower should be set at ease knowing that all other gods are
false as the all knowing god of scripture has revealed that he is the
only god therefore this volume dives into these styles of religions
and looks at their origins and their basic tenets as well as why they
fall so short understanding the basic tenets of these religions helps
the bible believer see the flaws in these philosophies in this way one
can better discern how to be an effective witness for jesus christ
while standing on the authority of the bible
World Religions and Cults Volume 3 2016-05-02 the twentieth century
has been marked by an unprecedented outburst of religious activity on
a world wide scale and in particular by a mushrooming of numerous
religious movements this work first published in 1987 takes a fresh
approach to the understanding of this phenomenon an approach which
takes into account new concepts of human nature and of religion
World Religions & Cults Volume 2 2011-03-31 brief synopses of more
than 30 influential groups including the integral yoga institute
tibetan buddhism and the human potential movement are also covered
each major group is contrasted with traditional biblical teachings for
easy comparison and study straightforward organization and clearly
marked sections make this book easy to use other helpful features
include brief summaries of basic tenants and sources of authority
helpful charts for quick reference an in depth doctrinal appendix for
further study back cover
Cults, New Religions and Religious Creativity (Routledge Revivals)
1912 religious power assumes many strikingly different forms which are
often regarded as unique unrelated and even mutually exclusive
religion in context however adopts a holistic approach and argues that
these apparently contradictory mystical experiences are in fact part
of a web of mutually defining and sustaining elements stressing the
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importance of rigorous social contextualisation i m lewis analyses
phenomena such as spirit possession witchcraft cannibalism and
shamanism revealing connections between them and with the world
religions this expanded and updated edition illuminates critical
aspects of religious power and demonstrates the value of a comparative
approach to formulating anthropological theory it will be of value to
students of anthropology religion and to anyone concerned with the
nature of religion in the modern world
Cults, Myths and Religions 1999 the encyclopedia of world religions
cults and the occult analyzes sects cults the occult non christian
world religions secret societies and atheistic beliefs and then
highlights their dangers and compares them with the truth of scripture
religions and cults that claim to be christian but function in a
manner grossly contrary to scripture are also exposed
Encyclopedia of Cults and New Religions 1996-04-18 digicat publishing
presents to you this special edition of modern religious cults and
movements by gaius glenn atkins digicat publishing considers every
written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been
carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books
are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat
this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic
of world literature
Religion in Context 2006 an objective well researched history of
contemporary new religions and cults new religious movements popularly
known as cults arouse strong public opinion and most books on the
subject are polemical giving hostile reaction rather than informed
exploration exploring new religions provides an account of a wide
variety of new religions focusing on their origins beliefs and
practices which are set out in a dispassionate way leaving readers to
form their own value judgements george chryssides provides important
analysis of the killer cults the jonestown people s temple waco the
solar temple and heaven s gate examining the factors that made their
followers willing to die for their cause older groups like the jehovah
s witnesses and latter day saints mormons are discussed and chryssides
traces the development of a variety of strands of spirituality ranging
from new thought spiritualism and theosophy subsequent chapters
include the baha i the family formerly children of god the hare
krishna movement iskcon the jesus army the rastafarians the church of
scientology transcendental meditation tm and the unification church
the moonies lower profile groups are also discussed including est
erhard seminar training the new kadampa tradition brahma kumaris sai
baba subud and the western buddhist order a study of the new age
phenomenon and an account of societal responses to new religions at
religious societal and political levels is also included
Encyclopedia of World Religions, Cults & the Occult 2022-09-04 many
young people fear that if they ask the wrong question about a religion
or belief system they ll be seen as insensitive or unintelligent but
to jessica devega a high school religion teacher and a professor of
religion there are no bad questions and nothing is too taboo to ask
all you want to know but didn t think you could ask clarifies the
founding history practices and beliefs of forty groups from islam
shamanism and mormonism to atheism vampirism and astrology here is
everything teens and young adults need to know about world religions
and philosophies in one place each chapter puts the group in context
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and explains how the religion is similar to or different from
christianity no other book covers such a wide range of topics in as
direct and gentle a manner this book is perfect for you if you ve ever
heard puzzling statements or had questions about any belief system met
someone of another religion for the very first time and wondered what
that person believes or how to speak to her respectfully while holding
true to your own faith worried that you hold misconceptions or
stereotypes about other religious beliefs want to understand you own
faith better by looking at what other people believe and why features
include charts and tables for easy comparison of different religious
beliefs and practices coverage of world religions new religions and
religions in popular culture overviews of the founding history and
typical followers of each religion written for classroom or individual
study
Modern Religious Cults and Movements 1999-12-01 contains
alphabetically arranged profiles of over 1 000 different religions
found in the united states and throughout the world
Exploring New Religions 2012-02-20 christians need to know what they
believe christianity cults religions participants guide is part of a 6
session dvd based curriculum for small groups who want to know the
differences between christianity and mormonism jehovah s witnesses
buddhism hinduism islam christianity cults religions shows you what
the bible says about god jesus salvation life after death and more
All You Want to Know But Didn't Think You Could Ask 1998 up to date
well documented comprehensive coverage of cults sects and world
religions from the historical to the contemporary includes well known
groups and world religions such as jehovah s witnesses mormons islam
and baha i groups with a significant north american influence
including santeria rastafarians haitian voodo white supremacy groups
wicca and satanism revised updated and expanded to include new entries
and new information updated information on islam and its global impact
new entries the branch davidians native american religions heaven s
gate aum supreme truth the boston movement the masonic lodge and many
others developments in the world of cults and the occult encyclopedic
dictionary of cults sects and world religions is arguably the most
significant reference book on the subject to be published formerly
titled dictionary of cults sects religions and the occult it provides
reliable information on the history and beliefs of nearly every form
of religion active today this extensively revised edition includes new
topics updated information and a brand new format for a clearer more
organized approach the authors evaluate the beliefs and practices of
each group from the perspective of the bible and the historic creeds
of the christian church you ll also find group histories numerous
illustrations charts current statistics websites bibliographies and
other useful information
The Encyclopedia of Cults, Sects, and New Religions 2013-12-10 in
mystics and messiahs the first full account of cults and anti cult
scares in american history philip jenkins shows that contrary to
popular belief cults were by no means an invention of the 1960s in
fact most of the frightening images and stereotypes surrounding fringe
religious movements are traceable to the mid nineteenth century when
mormons freemasons and even catholics were denounced for supposed
ritualistic violence fraud and sexual depravity but america has also
been the home of an often hysterical anti cult backlash jenkins offers
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an insightful new analysis of why cults arouse such fear and hatred
both in the secular world and in mainstream churches many of which
were themselves originally regarded as cults he argues that an
accurate historical perspective is urgently needed if we are to avoid
the kind of catastrophic confrontation that occurred in waco or the
ruinous prosecution of imagined satanic cults that swept the country
in the 1980s without ignoring genuine instances of aberrant behavior
mystics and messiahs goes beyond the vast edifice of myth distortion
and hype to reveal the true characteristics of religious fringe
movements and why they inspire such fierce antagonism
Christianity, Cults and Religions Participant Guide 2010-02-23 ruth a
tucker s book is a comprehensive survey of all the major alternative
religions in the united states including the new groups since the
1960s
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Cults, Sects, and World Religions 1986
recognize and refute the far east false religions what do these
religions teach and why how can a christian be an effective witness
for jesus christ when presented with ideas that are so different from
a biblical perspective how can these religions be refuted and biblical
authority be the standard this eye opening second volume deals with
many eastern religions like hinduism taoism new age sikhism
confucianism shinto and buddhism as well as other pagan based systems
like witchcraft voodoo and greek mythology and many more this volume
dives into these styles of religions and looks at their origins and
their basic tenets as well as why they fall so short understanding the
basic tenets of these religions helps the bible believer see the flaws
in these philosophies and discern how to be an effective witness for
jesus christ while standing on the authority of the bible
Understanding Cults and New Religions 1985 this final book in the
series focuses on the atheistic or humanistic type of religions it
would be one of the most valuable for the church in the western world
where anti god and pro evolution religions are beginning to explode
for it was written to refute those religions and show how they fail
unlike most books on world religions this title dives into the secular
humanistic religions the book starts with god s word as the absolute
authority in doing so god becomes our guide to refute false religions
humanistic religions are all around us and we need to be able to spot
their tenets and oppose them instead of allowing them to subtly
infiltrate our christianity and undermine us from withinwe need to
know how to refute these humanistic religionswe need to know how to
effectively present the gospel to people who have been deceived by
humanistic religions
Cult Controversies 2000-04-06 the book reveals the beliefs and
practices of many modern sects and cults it explains where they came
from
Mystics and Messiahs 2004 religion is alive and well in the modern
world and the social scientific study of religion is undergoing a
renaissance for much of this century respected social theorists
predicted the death of religion as inevitable consequence of science
education and modern economics but they were wrong stark and
bainbridge set out to explain the survival of religion using
information derived from numerous surveys censuses historical case
studies and ethnographic field expeditions they chart the full sweep
of contemporary religion from the traditional denominations to the
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most fervent cults this wealth of information is located within a
coherent theoretical framework that examines religion as a social
response to human needs both the general needs shared by all and the
desires specific to those who are denied the economic rewards or
prestige enjoyed by the privileged by explaining the forms taken by
religions today stark and bainbridge allow us to understand its
persistence in a secular age and its prospects for the future
Another Gospel 2016-05-01 featuring the new religious movements nrms
that have attracted the most scholarly attention over the past few
years this text includes groups such as the branch davidians heaven s
gate and falun gong explaining their ethos and beliefs as well as
examining more controversial accusations
World Religions and Cults Volume 2 1933 although the great anti cult
crusade links new religious movements to dangerous cults brainwashing
and the need for deprogramming karla poewe and irving hexham argue
that many cults are the product of a dynamic interaction between folk
religions and the teachings of traditional world religions drawing on
examples from africa the united states asia and europe they suggest
that few new religions are really new most draw on rich if localized
cultural traditions that are shaped anew by the influence of
technological change and international linkages with the widespread
loss of belief in biblical mythology in the nineteenth century new
mythologies based on science and elements derived from various non
western religious traditions emerged leading to the growth and
popularity of new religions and cults
Modern Religious Cults and Society 2016-11-30 since the first edition
was published in 1965 the kingdom of the cults has been the
authoritative reference work on major cult systems updated regularly
it continues to be a crucial tool in countercult ministry and
evangelism for teachers and pastors as well as lay christians
World Religions and Cults Volume 3 1998 new religious movements nrms
came into being as a distinct subfield of academic study in the 1970s
in response to the explosion of non traditional religions that took
place in the waning years of the sixties counterculture the
designation new religion is a direct translation of a japanese term
coined for the many new religions that emerged in the wake of the
second world war and was adopted by western scholars in the late
sixties early seventies in preference to the pejorative term cult
these movements and those termed sects and cults initially attracted
the attention of american and european sociologists of religion
because of the controversy that arose in response to their expansion
religious studies which at the time was still in the process of
establishing itself as a legitimate discipline distinct from theology
and traditional biblical studies was only too happy to leave nrms to
sociology this situation gradually changed however so that at present
at least as many scholars of nrms come from religious studies
backgrounds as come from the social sciences the collection consists
of four volumes which together provide a one stop source for crucial
information on and theoretical methodological approaches to
contemporary new religions the set brings together thinking on a wide
variety of themes associated with nrms e g apocalypticism typologies
conversion gender and major works on the nrms that have attracted the
most scholarly attention e g the moonies the family international osho
rajneesh some influential anti cult articles normally not considered
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part of mainstream scholarship have also been included as well sects
cults and new religionsis fully indexed and includes a comprehensive
introduction newly written by the editor and is destined to be valued
as a vital research resource
Sects, Cults and Alternative Religions 2023-04-28 excerpt from cults
myths and religions in the eyes of the evolutionist and we are all
evolutionists nowadays man springs from beast humanity from animality
but man take him where and when you will is a religious animal and
religiosity as the positivist would say is the most essential of his
attributes it can no longer be maintained with gabriel de mortillet
and hovelacque that quaternary man was ignorant of religion unless
then we admit the gratuitous and childlike hypothesis of a primitive
revelation we must look for the origin of religions in the psychology
not of civilised man but of man the farthest removed from civilisation
of this man anterior to all history we have no direct knowledge beyond
what we glean from the implements and artistic products of the
quaternary period true these teach us something as i have striven to
show on a later page but equally truly they teach us far less than we
could wish to supplement our information three other sources have to
be tapped the psychology of the present day savage the psychology of
children and the psychology of the higher animals about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Future of Religion 2005 amg s handi reference world religions
cults analyzes christian religions
Controversial New Religions 2018-02-12
New Religions As Global Cultures 2009-01-01
Modern Religious Cults and Movements 1982
Cults, World Religions, and You 1985
The Kingdom of the Cults 2013-10-30
Sects, Cults and New Religions 2015-06-02
Cults, Myths and Religions 2008-08
AMG's Handi-Reference World Religions and Cults
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